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TRANSPORTATION

This chapter describes the transportation and circulation conditions in the project area, summarizes
applicable regulations, evaluates the potential transportation impacts from the construction and
operation of the Montezuma II Wind Energy Project (Montezuma II project), and identifies
mitigation measures for the impacts found to be potentially significant.
19.1 EXISTING TRANSPORTATION SETTING
The Montezuma II project is located in the Montezuma Hills region of Solano County, California,
east of U.S. Interstate 680 (I-680) and south of I-80 and California State Route (SR) 12 and SR 113.
Locally, Birds Landing Road, Talbert Lane, and Collinsville Road border the Project to the
northeast, south, and southwest, respectively, and Montezuma Hills Road bisects the project area in
an east-west direction (see Figure 19.1-1, Regional Transportation Setting). Rio Vista Municipal
Airport (Rio Vista Airport) and Travis Air Force Base (Travis AFB) are more than six and nine miles
away from the project area, respectively.
19.1.1 Existing Roadways and Traffic Volumes
The County’s roadway system provides access to properties and helps move goods and people
through the County. The system consists of a network of regional and local roads. The Solano
County General Plan identifies five classifications of roads within the County:
•

Freeways – Also known as superhighways, freeways provide interregional connectivity and
are designed for limited access operations without any signalized controls. Roadway access is
limited to ramps. I-80, I-505, I-680, and I-780 are examples of interregional freeways within
Solano County.

•

Major Arterial Roads – Major arterial roads often contain multiple lands and provide the
highest level of connectivity with local land uses. Major arterial roads are typically controlled
by signal operations with multiple phases. The portions of SR 12 and SR 113 near the
project area are examples of major arterial roads near the Project.

•

Minor Arterial Roads – Minor arterial roads also provide a higher level of connectivity with
the overall roadway system. Minor arterial roads serve the same function as collector roads
but are intended to carry higher speeds of traffic. Minor arterial roads typically have
signalized intersections with other minor arterials and more important roadways. According
to the County General Plan, there are no minor arterial roads in or near the Montezuma II
project area. The nearest minor arterial roads are located more than six miles east of the
Project in the City of Rio Vista.

•

Collector Roads – Collector roads link local and collector roads with arterials, freeways, and
other collector roads. They usually have moderate but not congested traffic volumes. Birds
Landing Road, Collinsville Road, and Montezuma Hills Road are collector roads that border
or bisect the Project. The County’s General Plan also identifies Talbert Lane, a local road, as
a planned collector road.
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•

Local Roads – Local roads are primarily used to access residences, businesses, or other
abutting properties. Ideally, local roads are paved roads wide enough to allow vehicles to
operate in both directions. Talbert Lane is an example of a local road that borders the
Project.

Regional Access to the Project Area
Regional access to the Montezuma Hills region is primarily provided by I-80, I-680, SR 12 and SR
113. I-80 and I-680 are multi-lane freeways which connect Fairfield to other metropolitan cities in
the San Francisco Bay Area. I-680 is a north-south oriented freeway that runs from
I-80 to the Contra Cost County line, connecting Solano County with central Contra Costa County
and points south. I-80 is a predominately northeast-southwest oriented freeway that spans Solano
County, linking San Francisco with Sacramento and points east.
Both SR 12 and SR 113 connect to I-80. SR 113 connects with I-80 in Dixon. SR-113 runs northsouth through Solano County. SR 113 intersects with SR-12 in the northern part of the Montezuma
Hills region, and turns into Birds Landing Road as it continues south through the Montezuma Hills.
SR 12 connects with I-80 just west of Fairfield and runs east-west through Solano County. Together
with the I-680 and I-80, SR 12 and SR 113 would provide regional access to the project area from
points north, east, and west. SR 4 and SR 160, located to the southeast of Solano County and the
Montezuma Hills region, would provide regional access to the project area from the south.
Table 19.1-1 lists the existing traffic volumes on the regional access routes that construction crews
and delivery vehicles would use to access the project area.
Local Access to the Project Area
Construction crews and delivery vehicles would travel the project site via the regional circulation
system described above. Specifically, I-80 would provide freeway access to the project area from San
Francisco and Sacramento, while access from Contra Costa County would be provided via I-680 to
I-80 or via SR 12 and SR 113 from the east and SR 4 and SR 160 from the south. SR 12 would
provide primary access to the project area from this freeway network.
Construction crews and delivery vehicles would travel along SR 12 or SR 113 to Birds Landing
Road, the primary local access road for the Project, and then onto Montezuma Hills Road,
Collinsville Road, and Talbert Lane (see Figure 19.1-1).
Table 19.1-2 lists the existing traffic volumes on the local access routes that construction crews and
delivery vehicles would use to access the project area.
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Table 19.1-1
EXISTING TRAFFIC VOLUMES ON REGIONAL ACCESS ROUTES
Route/Road

Functional
Classification

I-680

Freeway

Route 12
Route 12
Route 12
Route 12
Route 12

Major Arterial
Major Arterial
Major Arterial
Major Arterial
Major Arterial

Route 12

Major Arterial

Route 12
Route 12
Route 12
Route 12
Route 160
Route 4
Route 4
Route 4

Major Arterial
Major Arterial
Major Arterial
Major Arterial
Major Arterial
Major Arterial
Major Arterial
Major Arterial

Route 4

Major Arterial

Route 4

Major Arterial

Intersection

Cordelia Way,
Jct. Rte. 80
Jct. Rte. 80
Fairfield, Beck Avenue
Pennsylvania Avenue
Marina Boulevard
Grizzly Island
Road/Sunset Avenue
Scandia Road/Lawler
Ranch
Scally Road
Jct. Rte. 113 North
Rio Vista, Drouin Drive
Jct. Rte. 84 North
Jct. Rte. 12
Jct. Rte. 680
Willow Pass Road
Pittsburg, Railroad
Avenue Interchange
Antioch, Contra Loma
Blvd. Interchange
Jct. Rte. 160

Back
Peak
Houra,b

Back
AADTa,c

Ahead
Peak
Hourd,b

Ahead
AADTd

4,800

62,000

NA

NA

2,600
2,550
2,800
3,050

31,000
37,000
40,500
44,000

2,300
2,750
3,100
2,700

33,500
40,000
45,000
36,000

2,700

36,000

2,450

30,500

1,750

21,700

1,250

15,500

1,250
950
1,400
1,500
1,700
7,600
11,300

15,500
11,500
18,400
19,600
15,000
86,000
149,000

1,050
1,250
1,600
1,600
980
6,600
11,000

12,900
15,000
20,600
21,000
5,400
82,000
146,000

8,700

127,000

8,100

114,000

8,200

115,000

7,600

107,000

1,750

23,900

1,850

21,700

Sources: Caltrans 2008, Caltrans 2009, Razo 2010, and Solano County Planning Division, 2010.
a. California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) and Peak-Hour counts taken for traffic
just prior to intersection. Back AADT and Peak Hour usually represent traffic South or West of the count location. NA = Not
Available.
b. An estimate of the "peak hour" traffic on the state highway system. This value is useful to traffic engineers in estimating the
amount of congestion experienced, and shows how near to capacity the highway is operating. Peak hour values indicate the volume
in both directions.
c. Annual average daily traffic is the total volume for the year divided by 365 days.
d. Caltrans AADT and Peak-Hour counts taken for traffic just prior to intersection. Ahead AADT and Peak Hour usually represent
traffic North or East of the count location. NA = Not Available.
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Table 19.1-2
EXISTING TRAFFIC VOLUMES ON LOCAL ACCESS ROUTES
Route/Road

Functional
Classification

Birds Landing Collector
Road
Montezuma Collector
Hills Road.
Local
Collinsville
Road
Talbert Lane Local

Intersection

Route 12 to the Collinsville
Road Intersection
Rio Vista to Toland Road
Intersection
500 feet south of Birds
Landing Road
50 feet east of Collinsville
Road

Average Daily Traffic Volume1

313 a
West of Anderson Road: 135 b
Near Rio Vista City Limit: 382 b
393 c
49d

Sources: Razo 2010 and Solano County Planning Division 2010.
1.Based on average daily traffic volumes for 1982 (Talbert Lane), 1994 (Montezuma Hills Road), 1997 (Birds Landing Road) and 2004
(Collinsville Road).

19.1.2 Air Transportation
Solano County’s airports move goods and people and provide an economic benefit to the County.
The County contains two public airports, Nut Tree Airport in Vacaville and Rio Vista Municipal
Airport near Rio Vista, and one military airport, Travis AFB near Fairfield. The County also has two
private airports, one in Dixon (Maine Prairie Airport) and one in Vacaville (Blake Sky Park Airport).
In addition, Solano County lies between the larger metropolitan airports in Oakland, San Francisco,
and Sacramento.
Airport land use compatibility plans (LUCPs) help to reduce the potential for land use conflicts
between airports and surrounding land uses and establish development standards that support
continued safe operation of the airport. LUCPs identify the areas routinely affected by airport
operations that require ALUC review, the airport’s “area of influence”, as well as areas of prohibited
or restricted land use development near the airport, known as “compatibility zones” (Solano County
ALUC 2002).
The Solano County Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) is the agency in Solano County
empowered by state law to prepare the LUCP for airports and heliports in the county. The Solano
County ALUC has adopted LUCPs intended to control land use and development decisions near
Nut Tree Airport, Rio Vista Municipal Airport, and Travis AFB and reviews project’s for
consistency with these plans.
The private Blake Sky Park and Maine Prairie airports as well the public Nut Tree Airport are all
located more than 15 miles away from the Project and are therefore not discussed further. The Rio
Vista Airport and Travis AFB are located less than 10 miles from the Project and are discussed
further below.
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Rio Vista Municipal Airport
Rio Vista Airport, or Baumann Field, is located approximately 6.5 miles west of the closest project
boundary, located south of Montezuma Hills Road. The City of Rio Vista owns and manages the
airport although the airport is located on unincorporated Solano County lands. The FAA classifies
the airport as a general aviation airport, and the California Department of Transportation, Division
of Aeronautics, classifies the airport as a regional airport (Rio Vista 2007). Prior to 1994, the airport
was located approximately one mile from the City of Rio Vista; since May 1994 the airport has been
located approximately three miles north of Rio Vista adjacent to the intersection of Airport Road
and Baumann Road (Rio Vista 2007). The U.S. Air Force established a flight training center (Travis
Aero Club) at Travis AFB that recently moved to the Rio Vista Municipal Airport. Recent Air Force
Academy graduates, members of the Air Force ROTC, and others can train and rent aircraft at this
location. Land use compatibility issues associated with the Travis Aero Club are governed by the
land use compatibility plan for the Rio Vista Municipal Airport.
Rio Vista Airport is located on approximately 273 acres of land at an elevation of 20 feet above
mean sea level (MSL) (Rio Vista, 2007). The airport has one concrete helipad and two asphalt
runways in good condition, one 4,200 ft in length and one 2,200 ft in length. In 2008, the airport
averaged 96 aircraft per day (Airnav 2010). The airport currently has two, non-precision approach
procedures to provide for safe, orderly and expeditious flow of air traffic: a lateral navigation
(LNAV) approach and a Very High Omni-directional Radio Beacon (VOR) approach (Rio Vista
2007). These two published procedures allow pilots to descend to 560 feet above mean sea level
when the aircraft is 5 nautical miles from the runway. This minimum descent altitude is based on the
highest controlling obstruction within an established obstacle evaluation area that is roughly aligned
to the heading of the runway. In the case of Rio Vista Airport, the 560 foot minimum descent
altitude is driven by two 225-foot Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) transmission line towers located
to the southeast of the airport (Solano County Planning Division 2010). If a pilot cannot see the
runway by the time the aircraft descends to 560 feet, the pilot must terminate the approach and
execute a missed approach by climbing to a pre-determined altitude and contacting air traffic control
for further instructions.
The Solano County ALUC adopted a LUCP for Rio Vista Airport in 1988 that defines the airport’s
area of influence and six compatibility zones for the airport; Figure LU-6 of the County General
Plan graphically depicts the Rio Vista Airport’s area of influence. According to the Rio Vista
Airport LUCP Compatibility Map (Figure 16b of the LUCP) and Figure LU-6 of the General Plan,
the proposed Montezuma II project is not located in the Rio Vista Airport’s area of influence nor
any compatibility zone associated with Rio Vista Airport.
In 2002, the Solano County ALUC adopted its Airport Land Use Compatibility Review Procedures,
which establish the geographic scope for ALUC review. The ALUC’s 2002 review procedures
require the ALUC to review any proposal for construction or alteration of a structure taller than 200
feet above ground level, regardless of its location within Solano County. The Montezuma II
project’s proposed wind turbines and meteorological towers would be taller than 200 feet in height.
Thus, although the Montezuma II project would not be located within the Rio Vista Airport’s area
of influence or any Rio Vista Airport-related compatibility zone, the Project would be subject to
review by the ALUC for a determination of consistency, in part, with the Rio Vista Airport LUCP.
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In June 2007, the City of Rio Vista adopted the Rio Vista Municipal Airport Master Plan Update to
determine the type and extent of facilities needed at the airport through year 2025. The Solano
County ALUC, the Rio Vista Airport LUCP, and the Rio Vista Municipal Airport Master Plan
Update are discussed further in Section 18.3 below.
Travis Air Force Base
Travis AFB is located more than nine miles northwest of the closest Project boundary, located
immediately south of Birds Landing Road. The U.S. Department of Defense has been using the site
for military operations since 1940. The base is currently home to the 60th Air Mobility Wing, the
largest air mobility organization in the Air Force, with a versatile all-jet fleet of 37 C-5 Galaxy cargo
and 27 KC-10 Extender refueling aircraft. Travis AFB serves as the strategic airlift and aerial
refueling base on the West Coast. Other tenant organizations are located at the base, including the
Air Force Reserve Command and the Navy’s VQ3 Detachment.
Travis AFB is located on approximately 7,100 acres of land at an elevation 62 feet above MSL
(Solano County Planning Division 2008). The base has one concrete and one asphalt runway in
good condition, both of which are approximately 11,000 feet in length (Airnav 2010a).
The Solano County ALUC adopted an LUCP for Travis AFB in 2002 that defines the airport’s area
of influence and five compatibility zones for the airport. The 2002 Travis AFB LUCP also defines
the AFB’s other protected airspace zones, such as approach and departure surfaces. The Project is
not located within any of these Travis AFB compatibility zones or other areas of influence, however,
as discussed above under the Rio Vista Airport discussion, the Montezuma II project would involve
the construction of turbines and meteorological towers taller than 200 feet in height and would
therefore be subject to ALUC review, which would be based, in part, on compatibility with the
Travis AFB LUCP. The Travis AFB LUCP is discussed further in Section 18.3 below.
In March 2007, Travis AFB reported that existing wind turbines in the Montezuma Hills were
affecting the performance of its then-existing radar equipment, the ASR-8, and expressed concerns
over the potential effects of existing and planned turbines in the Montezuma Hills on the AFB’s
new planned radar system, the DASR-11. Travis AFB’s concern was based primarily on feedback
from its air traffic controllers. Travis AFB recommended against the approval of any new wind
projects within the Montezuma Hills until this concern could be investigated, tested, and validated.
Since March 2007, the following events relevant to the Travis AFB radar performance have
occurred:
•
•

Travis AFB replaced the old ASR-8 radar with the new DASR-11 radar. The new radar was
deemed operational in February 2009, and the old radar was retired. The new DASR-11
radar is a fully digitized radar system with state-of-the-art surveillance technology.
A study conducted in January 2009 by the U.S. Air Force Flight Standards Agency (AFFSA)
on the performance capabilities of the new DASR-11 radar found an increase in radar
capability. As noted in the evaluation report by the AFFSA for the new DASR-11 radar
system at Travis AFB, the new DASR-11 system “provides the required coverage” and
“supports the mission requirements of Travis AFB.” A subsequent evaluation by AFFSA
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concluded that, with the installation of the new DASR-11 system, “Detection rates improved
across the board,” and “False tracks significantly reduced” over the Montezuma Hills. In this
subsequent evaluation, AFFSA reported that the probability of detection (Pd, the probability
that a target within several various operating modes and conditions, approaching a radar is
detected at least once by the time it reaches the radar’s range) over the Montezuma Hills
experienced a reduction of about 1.3percent compared to the rest of Travis AFB’s airspace,
and the DASR-11 radar system achieved a Pd of 89.01 percent over the Montezuma Hills,
which exceeds the FAA’s engineering acceptance standard for detection of 80 percent. The
airspace immediately over Travis AFB has a Pd of 90.36 percent. The DASR-11 consists of a
Primary Surveillance Radar, and a Secondary Surveillance Radar subsystem. When both the
primary and secondary radar systems are employed, Pd increases to 99.81 percent over the
Montezuma Hills.
In December 2009, three wind developers (NextEra [the Applicant], enXco, and SMUD) entered
into Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) with representatives of the 60th
Air Mobility Wing (AMW) at Travis AFB, the Air Mobility Command (AMC), the AFFSA, the
Idaho National Laboratory, and the United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) to
assess the impact of three then-currently pending wind projects (Montezuma I, Shiloh III, and
Solano Wind Phase 3) on air traffic operations over the Montezuma Hills. Specifically, the objectives
of the CRADA were to:
1. Obtain reliable, objective data to assess current air traffic operational radar coverage in the
Travis AFB area;
2. Run a simulation to assess the predicted air traffic operational impact potentially caused by
proposed wind turbine development; and
3. Assess the operational impact of the Montezuma Wind I, Shiloh III, and Solano Wind Phase
3 wind projects upon the Travis AFB air traffic control areas.
The CRADA facilitated the formation of a joint technical working group to resolve Travis AFB
radar issues, as well as two other working groups to accomplish the three objectives listed above.
The Radar Working Group (RWG), comprised of engineers from Westslope Consulting, the
AFFSA, and the Idaho National Laboratory, was tasked with collecting aircraft track data from the
DASR-11 radar at Travis AFB. The other working group, the Operations Working Group (OWG),
comprised of representatives of the AFFSA, AMC, Travis AFB, Westslope Consulting and others,
was tasked with taking the findings of the RWG and determining whether or not the projected loss
of Pd would pose an impact on the safety and efficiency of air traffic operations over the wind
resource area (USTRANSCOM 2010).
From September to December 2009, the two CRADA working groups obtained baseline radar
coverage data in the Travis AFB airspace, ran simulations to predict the potential impacts of the
wind energy projects on air traffic operations, and assessed the potential operational impacts of the
three pending wind projects at the time (Montezuma Wind I, Shiloh III, and Solano Wind Phase 3)
on the Travis AFB radar systems. The RWG collected aircraft track data from the DASR-11 radar at
Travis AFB in October of 2009 to establish the “baseline,” or current state of coverage picture, for
the radar. The October 2009 data set was then filtered and uploaded into the Standard Terminal
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Automation Replacement System (STARS). The STARS system receives data and flight plan
information and presents the information to air traffic controllers on color displays, allowing the
controller to monitor and control air traffic. The calculated Pd between the baseline data set and the
filtered STARS data set represents the worst-case coverage. Both data sets were then recorded by
the STARS software then independently analyzed to quantify Pd over the Montezuma Hills.
The RWG presented its baseline and worst case coverage findings to the CRADA joint technical
working group in January 2010. The RWG analysis showed that the baseline coverage (as seen at
the scope by air traffic controllers) is 80.3 percent Pd below 4,000 feet and 84.2 percent Pd below
10,000 feet. The RWG determined the worst case (with all three planned wind turbine projects
constructed and operational) would be a reduction in Pd of 3.5 percent below 4,000 feet and 3.2
percent below 10,000 feet (USTRANSCOM 2010).
The OWG was tasked with taking the findings of the RWG and determining whether or not the
projected loss of Pd would pose an impact on the safety and efficiency of air traffic operations over
the Montezuma Hills. The Air Force and FAA do not have an operational standard Pd, therefore,
the OWG first assessed the minimum level of service and safety for air traffic operations in the
airspace over the Montezuma Hills by reviewing of federal aviation regulations as well as FAA and
Air Force rules, orders, and instruction manuals. After conducting this review, the OWG concluded
that the airspace over the wind resource area is classified as Class E airspace (controlled airspace but
no communication with air traffic control required) and has no surveillance coverage requirement.
Additionally, the RWG’s findings show that the number of non-transponder aircraft was
significantly lower than anticipated. The OWG concluded that an average degradation of 5 percent
Pd across the entire Montezuma Hills would pose an insignificant operational impact and would not
impact air traffic safety (USTRANSCOM 2010). Therefore, this EIR uses the standard established
by the CRADA OWG’s, and considers a five percent decline in Travis AFB Pd below the baseline
established by the RWG to be a significant impact.
In July 2010 Westslope Consulting, a member of the RWG, performed revised radar modeling to
reflect changes to the Shiloh III and Solano Wind Phase 3 project layouts, resulting in a change to
the “worst-case” coverage scenario presented to the joint technical working group in January 2010.
The revised Westslope analysis found that the proposed changes to the Shiloh III and Solano Wind
Phase 3 projects would lessen the worst case coverage effects by 0.3 percent below 4,000 feet and
0.4 percent below 10,000 feet. The July 2010 modeling drop in Pd (as seen at the scope by air traffic
controllers) with the revised Shiloh III and Solano Wind Phase 3 layouts was predicted to be 3.2
percent as compared to the original 3.5 percent below 4,000 feet and 2.8 percent as compared to the
original 3.2 percent below 10,000 feet predicted in January 2010.
19.1.3 Transit and Other Alternative Transportation
Local jurisdiction and Solano County provide a number of transit services to Solano County
Residents, including express bus, rail, and ferry services. The closest transit service is the City of Rio
Vista’s Delta Breeze transit service that runs along SR 12. Generally, roadways in unincorporated
Solano County are not constructed with sidewalks and the project area does not contain any
sidewalks or bike lanes (Solano County 2008a). The project area also does not contain any waterway
transportation features nor public railroad lines. The Western Railway Museum operates a recreation
rail line that is approximately 0.6 miles from the project area, as described in Chapter 17, Recreation.
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19.2 PROJECT ACCESS
Construction crews and delivery vehicles would travel along SR 12 or SR 113 to Birds Landing
Road, the primary local access road for the Project, and then onto Montezuma Hills Road,
Collinsville Road, and Talbert Lane.
The Project contains distinct northern, central, and southern areas of proposed turbine installations,
and the Applicant is proposing to provide separate access to each area (see Figure 3.5-1in Project
Description). Table 19.2-1 lists the number of entrances, their location, and the total access road
mileage the Applicant is proposing.
Table 19.2-1
PROPOSED PROJECT ACCESS ROAD ENTRANCES AND MILEAGE
Project
Area

Project Features

Northern Turbine locations 1-13,
meteorological tower,
temporary and permanent
laydown areas, O&M
building, collector lines,
substation
Central
Turbine locations 14-27,
collector lines
Southern Turbine locations 28-34,
alternate turbine locations 1-4,
meteorological tower,
collector lines
Total

Affected Public
Road

Proposed
Access Road
Entrances

Proposed
Access Road
Mileage

Birds Landing Road

1

4.1

Montezuma Hills
Road
Talbert Lane

2

4.1

1

3.2

4

11.4

The Applicant is proposing a total of approximately 4.1 miles of access roads within the northern
portion of the site. The Applicant proposes to provide access to the northern portion of the Project
via one existing private access road. The entrance to the existing private road is located north of the
project area, off of Birds Landing Road. The Applicant currently uses and maintains this road to
access its High Winds facility and the Applicant would extend this road into the Montezuma II
project area.
The Applicant is proposing a total of approximately 4.1 miles of access roads within the central
portion of the site. The Applicant proposes to provide access to the central portion of the Project
from up to two new access road entrances located off of Montezuma Hills Road. The Applicant has
located one of the proposed entrances and approximately 2.1 of the proposed 4.1 miles of access
roads in the central portion of the Project in the same location as the existing enXco V access road
system. The Applicant has located the other proposed entrance at a driveway associated with the
Anderson residence on Montezuma Hills Road.
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The Applicant is proposing a total of approximately 3.2 miles of access roads within the southern
portion of the site. The Applicant proposes to provide access to the southern portion of the Project
via one new access road entrance located off of Talbert Lane. The Applicant has located the
proposed entrance and approximately 2.0 miles of the proposed 3.2 miles of access roads in the
southern portion of the Project in the same location as the existing enXco V access road system.
19.3 TRANSPORTATION REGULATORY SETTING
Federal, state and local laws and policies that regulate transportation apply to the proposed project.
19.3.1 Federal
Federal Aviation Administration
The FAA is the federal agency responsible for ensuring the safe and efficient use and preservation of
navigable airspace. The FAA regulates and determines potential obstructions to navigable airspace,
such as the proposed Montezuma II project’s proposed wind turbines and meteorological towers,
through the implementation of notification and obstruction review standards contained Title 14,
Part 77 of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR Part77).
According to 14 CFR Part 77, Section 77.9, an entity proposing any of the following types of
construction or alteration must file notice with the FAA:
•
•

Any construction or alteration exceeding 200 feet above ground level at its site;
Any construction or alteration that exceeds an imaginary surface extending outward and
upward at any of the following slopes:
i.

100:1 for a horizontal distance of 20,000 feet from the nearest point of the nearest
runway for an airport with its longest runway more than 3,200 feet in length;

ii. 50:1 for a horizontal distance of 10,000 feet from the nearest point of the nearest runway
for an airport with its longest runway no more than 3,200 feet in length;
iii. 25:1 for a horizontal distance of 5,000 feet from the nearest point of the nearest landing
and takeoff area for a heliport;
•
•
•

Any highway, railroad, or other traverse way for mobile objects of an adjusted height that
would exceed the two standards above;
Any construction or alteration located on a public use airport, military airport, airport
operated by the Federal Department of Defense, or an airport or heliport with at least one
FAA-approved instrument approach procedure;
If otherwise requested by the FAA.

Entities proposing any of the above types of construction are required to submit a completed FAA
Form 7460-1, Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration, to the FAA at least 45 days before the
start date of proposed construction or the date an application for a construction permit is filed,
whichever is earliest. Prior to January 18, 2011, 14 CFR Part 77 required 30 days prior notification,
however, the FAA amended this and other 14 CFR Part 77 standards on July 21, 2010.
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14 CFR Part 77 also requires entities to file a supplemental notice within five days after the
proposed construction reaches its greatest height (for construction more than 200 feet above ground
level) and when the construction is dismantled or destroyed.
The FAA uses the notices it receives under 14 CFR Part 77 to:
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate the effect of proposed construction on the safety of air commerce and the efficient
use and preservation of navigable airspace;
Determine whether the proposed construction is a hazard to air navigation
Determine appropriate marking and lighting recommendations, suing FAA Advisory
Circular 70/7460-1, “Obstruction Marking and Lighting”;
Determine other appropriate measures to ensure continues air navigation safety; and
Notify the aviation community of proposed construction that affects navigable airspace,
including the charting of new objects.

Entities failing to comply with the provisions of CFR 14 Part 77 are subject to Civil Penalty under
Section 902 of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, and pursuant to 49 U.S.C. Section
46301(a).
19.3.2 State
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has jurisdiction over State highways.
Caltrans’ jurisdiction is divided into 12 Districts, and Solano County is located in Caltrans District 4.
Caltrans requires that a traffic impact study be conducted for a project if it:
•
•
•

Generates over 100 peak hour trips on a State highway facility;
Generates 50 to 100 peak-hour trips on a State highway facility experiencing noticeable
delay, approaching unstable traffic flow conditions (LOS C or D conditions); or
Generates 1 to 49 peak-hour trips on a State highway facility experiencing significant delay
and unstable traffic flow conditions (LOS E or F conditions), or that significantly increase
the potential risk for a traffic accident, or that change local circulation networks that impact
a State highway facility (Caltrans 2002).

Level of Service (LOS) is a quantitative evaluation of traffic flow conditions, which is measured by
dividing traffic volume by roadway capacity. The resulting number, known as the volume-to-capacity
(V/C) ratio, usually ranges from 0 to 1.0. The V/C ratings are divided into six LOS categories
ranging from A, unrestricted traffic flow, to F, extreme traffic congestion. Solano County does not
generate LOS data for local roadways.
Caltrans also issues permits and sets safety requirements for oversized delivery loads and vehicles
that exceed the maximum vehicle length, width, height, and weight limits established by the
California Vehicle Code.
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California State Aeronautics Act / Caltrans Division of Aeronautics
The California State Aeronautics Act (California Public Utilities Code Section 21001 et seq)
promotes the understanding of air transportation issues including aviation safety, planning, airport
noise, and airport development and management.
The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics administers the act and also publishes the California Airport
Land Use Planning Handbook, a guide intended to inform ALUCs, airports, cities, counties, and the
public on airport land use compatibility planning issues.
Section 21656 of the act requires entities proposing to erect or add to the height of any structure in
the state more than 500 feet above ground level at the site to obtain a permit from the Division of
Aeronautics, and section 21659 of the act requires entities proposing the construction of any
structure that exceeds the obstruction standards set forth by the FAA in 14 CFR Part 77 to obtain a
permit from the Division of Aeronautics unless the FAA has determined that the proposed
construction does not constitute a hazard to, or create an unsafe conditions for, air navigation.
19.3.3 Local
Solano County Department of Public Works
The Solano County Department of Public Works, Operations Division, is the County agency
responsible for providing and maintaining a safe and efficient County roadway system. The
Department of Public works implements the public and private road, emergency access road, and
associated drainage facilities standards contained in the Solano County Road Improvement
Standards and Land Development Requirements, including design and improvement standards such
as road slope, width, right-of-way, design safety, erosion control, and encroachment, easement, and
maintenance standards as well as drainage channel, culvert and runoff standards (Solano County
Public Works Department 2006).
The Department of Public Works, Engineering/Surveying Division, also issues encroachment,
grading, and transportation permits in accordance with Solano County Code requirements.
Chapter 24 of the Solano County Code and the Solano County Road Improvement Standards and
Land Development Requirements require project developers to obtain a permit prior to constructing
or significantly changing the use of any encroachment (e.g., driveway, private road, etc.) along or on
any County road. In addition, as permitted by Chapter 24 of the County Code, the Department of
Public Works may require, prior to the start of work, encroachment permit Applicants to deposit a
cash deposit, certified check, or approved surety bond in an amount sufficient to restore affected
County roads to their original conditions prior to encroachment, as well as a maintenance agreement
for the roads used during construction.
Chapter 31 of the Solano County Code requires developers to obtain a grading and drainage permit
prior to commencing any activity that: changes the topography of the land in a manner that alters or
interferes with water drainage; fills, closes, or diverts a storm water drainage channel or water course;
and grades, fills, excavates or clears vegetation for any purpose.
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In accordance with Chapter 17 of the Solano County Code, the Public Works Department requires a
transportation permit for all vehicles that exceed the County’s maximum legal load limit of 80,000
pounds.
Solano County General Plan
Solano County transportation policies and standards for roadways are discussed in the Land Use and
Transportation and Circulation sections of the Solano County General Plan. The following policies
apply to the proposed Montezuma II project:
•
•
•

L.U.P-31: Require that all development within the airport land use compatibility areas/safety
zones of the airports complies with the Airport Land Use Commission compatibility policies
and criteria as set forth in the land use compatibility plans for the airport.
T.C.P-4: Evaluate proposals for new development for their compatibility with and potential
effects on transportation systems.
T.C.P-20: Support the continued safe operation of current general aviation airports and
heliports and encourage complementary land uses near such facilities.

In addition, the Resources section of the General Plan encourages renewable energy development,
siting, and operations in a manner that is compatible with existing surrounding land uses, including
airports. To support implementation of these policies, General Plan implementation program R.S.I37 proposes amending the County’s existing Zoning Regulations to address the siting of commercial
wind turbine installations, including amendments requiring a minimum setback of three times total
turbine height from any public roadway and a setback of 0.25 miles from the ROW of any scenic
roadway. The proposed amendments permit the minimum public road setback to be waived in the
case of wind farms located on adjacent parcels, provided an agreement has been reached between
the neighboring property owners. In addition, General Plan implementation program R.S.I-50
requires the Department of Resource Management to consider the following during review of wind
turbine generator proposals:
•
•
•

Wind turbine generators shall not be located in areas that conflict with the mission of Travis
Air Force Base or other air operation facilities.
Submission requirements for use permit Applicants include evidence of notification of the
FAA for any application with turbines over 200 feet in height within 20,000 feet of a runway
of any airport.
Submission requirements for building and grading permit applications shall include grading
and erosion, sediment, and runoff control plans. A standard set of minimum conditions
would apply to every permit approval. These conditions could be modified or added to the
discretion of Resource Management Department staff, Planning Commission, or Board of
Supervisors.

Solano County Airport Land Use Commission
The State Aeronautics Act required the creation of airport land use commissions to ensure the
orderly expansion of airports and the adoption of land use measures that protect public health,
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safety, and welfare and minimize the public’s exposure to excessive noise and safety hazards in areas
around airports.
The Solano County ALUC was established in 1971. The ALUC is principally concerned with
compatibility issues and potential impacts related to aircraft noise, land use safety, flight hazards, and
general concerns such as annoyance.
In June 2002, the Solano County ALUC adopted its Airport Land Use Compatibility Review
Procedures, which is the first of two documents that comprise the compatibility plan for each of the
airports in the County. The Airport Land Use Compatibility Review Procedures establish general
policies which apply to all existing and new airports in the County. The second compatibility
document is the individual airport LUCP adopted by the Solano County ALUC for each airport in
the County.
The ALUCs Airport Land Use Compatibility Review Procedures apply to airport influence areas,
new airports, heliports, and other lands, regardless of their location in the county, on which certain
land use characteristics could adversely affect flight safety in the County. Policy 1.5.3 of the Airport
Land Use Compatibility Review Procedures lists specific, major land use action that could adversely
affect flight safety in the County regardless of location, including:
•
•
•

Any object located within an airport influence area that has a height which requires review
by the FAA in accordance with 14 CFR Part 77 requirements;
Any proposal for construction taller than 200 feet above ground level at the site, regardless
of its location in the County; and
Any other proposed land use action, as determined by the local planning agency, involving a
question of compatibility with airport activities.

The Montezuma II project would erect wind turbines and meteorological tower taller than 200 feet
above ground level at the site and would therefore be subject to ALUC review and determination
that the Project is consistent with ALUC compatibility planning efforts.
The Solano County ALUC adopted the Rio Vista Airport LUCP in 1988 and the Travis AFB LUCP
in 2002. Each LUCP sets forth land use compatibility policies applicable to future development in
the vicinity of these airports, as discussed briefly below.
Rio Vista Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (Rio Vista Airport LUCP)
The 1988 Rio Vista Airport LUCP sets forth the criteria with which the Solano County ALUC
evaluates land use plans and proposed development in the vicinity of Rio Vista Airport. The Rio
Vista Airport LUCP identifies six compatibility zones for the airport, Zones A – F. Zone A is
located in the clear or primary approach zone to the airport’s runways, is close to the airport, and is
the most restrictive zone; Zone F includes other areas further away from the airport and is the least
restrictive zone. The Rio Vista Airport LUCP also identifies the airport’s imaginary horizontal,
conical, primary, approach, and transition surfaces established by 14 CFR Part 77. In addition,
Figure LU-6 of the County General Plan identifies the Rio Vista Airport area of influence. The
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Montezuma II project is located more than six miles from the nearest runway point at Rio Vista
Airport, and is outside of the airport’s area of influence and all compatibility zones.
Rio Vista Municipal Airport Master Plan Update
The City of Rio Vista adopted the Rio Vista Municipal Airport Master Plan Update in June 2007.
An airport master plan is distinctly different from, but related to, an airport land use compatibility
plan. An airport master plan generally addresses primarily on-airport issues, whereas the concerns of
a compatibility plan are off-airport. According to the ALUC’s Airport Land Use Compatibility
Review Procedures, the purpose of an airport master plan is to assess the demand of airport facilities
and to guide the development necessary to meet those demands. An airport master plan is prepared
for and adopted by the agency which owns and/or operates the airport. Otherwise, the purpose of a
land use compatibility plan is to assure that incompatible development does not occur on lands
surrounding the airport, and the responsibility for preparing and adopting these types of plans lies
with the local ALUC. A land use compatibility plan must be based on a master plan adopted by the
airport owner/proprietor.
The Solano County ALUC reviewed the Airport Master Plan Update on May 10, 2007, and
determined that it was inconsistent with the current 1988 Rio Vista ALUCP because of the
recommended extension of Runway 7-25 and the corresponding changes this modification would
have on the existing Compatibility Zones for the runway departures and arrivals (Rio Vista 2007).
The ALUC at that time adopted a finding in support of amending the Rio Vista ALUCP based on
the changes contained in the Master Plan, upon adoption of the Master Plan by the City of Rio
Vista, provided that funding for such an amendment is available. At the time of this Draft EIR,
according to ALUC staff, only partial funding has been appropriated; with additional funding
anticipated, completion of the Rio Vista ALUCP Update is expected sometime in 2011-2012.
The Rio Vista Airport Master Plan includes a number of goals for future development of the airport.
The desired operational improvements called for in the Airport Master Plan are for the purpose of
increasing future efficiency at the airport and are not driven by safety concerns. The Airport Master
Plan states that “existing airspace and air traffic procedures and facilities provide for safe, orderly
and expeditious flow of traffic.” Even without implementation of the Airport Master Plan “the City
shall ensure that Airport operations remain compatible with adjacent land uses.”
The Airport Master Plan contains the following major goals:
1. Land Acquisition. Acquiring approximately 109 acres of land east and north of the airport
for a runway protection zone and general aviation uses such as hangars or repair facilities.
2. Runway Extension. Extending Runway 7-25 to the east 1,700 feet in phases to a final
length of 5,900 feet to accommodate business jets and large propeller aircraft and moving
the runway protection zone for Runway 7-25 to the east to accommodate the runway
extension.
3. Facility Improvements. Various facility improvements including consolidating hangars to
south side of terminal area, reserving space for corporate hangars to the north end of
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terminal; leasing 15,000 square foot hangar to Travis Aero Club; building a wash rack;
extending Bauman Road to north side of airport; building an extended perimeter service
road; improving utilities; and installing an Automated Weather Observing System.
4. Slope Preservation. Preserving a 34:1 slope surface ratio for Runway 7-25 and a 20:1 slope
ratio for Runway 14-32 within the approach surface for each runway. The Plan calls for the
protection of approach slopes to each of the runways at the airport. These slopes are based
on obstacle identification surfaces established under 14 CFR Part 77.25 and are described as
a ratio. The Master Plan calls for the protection of 20:1 and 34:1slopes.
5. Flight Procedures. Obtaining a precision approach with vertical guidance down to between
250 feet and 300 feet above ground level for the airport and cancellation of the VOR
procedure by the FAA.
As discussed under the Rio Vista Airport LUCP above, the Montezuma II project is located more
than six miles from the nearest runway point at Rio Vista Airport, and is outside of the airport’s area
of influence and all compatibility zones.
Travis Air Force Base Land Use Compatibility Plan (Travis AFB LUCP)
As described in Chapter 14, Land Use and Population, the Travis AFB LUCP sets forth land use
compatibility policies applicable to future development in the vicinity of the base. The Project is
subject to review by the ALUC, regardless of location in the County, because the turbines and
meteorological towers are structures taller than 200 feet, which require FAA review.
The 2002 Travis AFB LUCP sets forth land use compatibility policies applicable to future
development in the vicinity of the base. The Travis AFB LUCP depicts the Travis AFB area of
influence and identifies five compatibility zones for the airport, Zones A, B1, B2, C, and D. Zone A
is located in the clear or primary approach zone to the airport’s runways, is close to the airport, and
is the most restrictive zone; Zone D includes other areas further away from the airport and is the
least restrictive zone. The Travis AFB LUCP also identifies the airport’s imaginary inner horizontal,
conical, outer horizontal, primary, clear zone, approach clearance, and transitional surfaces
established by 14 CFR Part 77. The Montezuma II project is located more than nine miles from the
nearest runway point at Travis AFB, and is outside of the airport’s area of influence and all
compatibility zones.
19.4 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA FOR TRANSPORTATION
This EIR considered the criteria listed below in the evaluation of potential impacts on transportation
during construction and operation of the proposed project. The Montezuma II project would have a
significant impact on transportation if it would:
•

Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of effectiveness
for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all modes of
transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and relevant components of
the circulation system, including but not limited to intersections, streets, highways and
freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass transit.
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•

Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not limited to
level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other standards established by the
county congestion management agency for designated roads
or highways.

•

Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels or a
change in location that results in substantial safety risks.

•

Significantly affect the performance of Air Traffic Control radar systems at an airport (Travis
AFB only). The standard of significance for the Travis AFB radar, as established under a
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) process in January 2010, is a
five percent decline in radar probability of detection (Pd) compared to existing established
baseline values (current performance). Any decline of Pd greater than five percent would be
considered significant.

•

Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment).

•

Result in inadequate emergency access.

•

Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety of such facilities.

19.5

TRANSPORTATION IMPACT ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION

As described in Chapter 4, Introduction to Environmental Analysis, the City of Rio Vista submitted
comments on the Montezuma II project’s use permit application and the Caltrans Division of
Aeronautics and the Solano County Public Works Department submitted comments on the NOP
circulated for this EIR (See Appendix A). These agencies’ concerns are addressed below.
Impact TRA-1: Temporary Increase in Traffic during Construction
The Montezuma II project would result in temporary and short-term increases in traffic due from
construction-related workforce (employee travel to and from the site), heavy equipment delivery
(e.g., cranes and bulldozers, turbine components), and material delivery (e.g., gravel and concrete)
trips. The Applicant estimates Project construction would take up to five months, require 35
workers, and generate a total of 738 and 4,089 diesel-powered truck trips during the site grading and
facility installation phases, respectively. Table 19.5-1 lists the Project’s total daily constructionrelated trips, by phase.
Table 19.5-1
MAXIMUM DAILY PROJECT CONSTRUCTION-RELATED TRIPS1
Construction Phase and Duration
Employees Deliveries Total Daily Trips
Site Grading – Approx. 2 months
70
12
82
Facility Installation – Approx. 3 months
70
44
114
Source: NextEra 2010.
1. Information is for total daily trips, e.g., trips in and out of the project area
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Construction traffic would include employee-related vehicles (e.g., cars, pick-up trucks), deliveries of
grading, drilling, trenching and other heavy equipment, and gravel and concrete delivery trucks.
Overall, employee related vehicle trips would account for between 61 and 85 percent of the total
vehicle trips generated during Project construction. Equipment and material delivers would account
for the remaining 15 to 39 percent of construction-related trips. The Applicant would deliver heavy
equipment to the site at the beginning of the construction period and transport the equipment from
the site at the completion of the construction period. The Project would generate several hundred
total truck trips for delivery of the wind turbine towers, nacelles, and blades.
As Table 19.5-1 shows, Project construction would result in a maximum of 114 total daily vehicle
trips. Project construction related peak hour trips (7 to 9 AM and 4 to 6 PM), however, would be
substantially less. The Applicant proposes to construct the Project from 7 AM to 7 PM, Monday
through Friday and 8 AM to 6 PM on Saturday and Sunday, resulting in mostly off-peak
construction employee and workforce trips. In addition, equipment and material deliveries would
occur throughout the day.
Project employee and delivery traffic would originate at worker residences and at manufacturers and
construction-equipment suppliers expected to be located in nearby metropolitan areas. From I-80
SR 12, and SR 113, Project vehicles would travel to the Project’s staging area(s) and turbine locations
using the network of local roads described in Section 19.1-1 and Table 19.1-2. Specifically, the
Applicant would use Birds Landing Road to access the 10-acre temporary staging area located in the
northern portion of the project area, as well as the Project entrance on Montezuma Hills Road; the
Applicant would use Bird’s Landing Road to Collinsville Road to access the Project entrance on
Talbert Lane.
As Table 19.1-1 shows, the intersection of SR 12 and SR 113 has a combined Back and Ahead
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volume of 26,500 vehicles. The Montezuma II project
would add as much as 114 total daily vehicles to SR 12 and its junction with SR 113, or an
approximate increase of 0.4 percent above existing traffic conditions.
Project construction-related traffic would increase the existing traffic on local roads. Traffic would,
however, be dispersed among several roads as opposed to any one road. The Project’s constructionrelated traffic would not disrupt access to or from adjacent land uses because existing or alternate
access would be maintained at all times. The AADT for the roads that make up the local circulation
system are significantly lower than SR 12. An increase of 114 daily vehicle trips on the local roads
that would be travelled the heaviest to access the project area, Birds Landing Road, Collinsville
Road, Montezuma Hills Road, would represent an approximate 36, 29, and 85 percent increase in
vehicle trips on these roads, respectively. During construction, Project traffic would also add
substantially to the existing daily traffic on Talbert Lane.
In addition to trip rates, the Project’s construction traffic, in particular the large and oversized trucks
that make wide turns at intersections could inhibit road visibility, increasing the potential for
accidents with other, non Project-related traffic that may not be aware of the presence of
construction vehicles.
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As described in Section 3.5.2 of the Project Description, the Applicant intends to re-use the existing
temporary Montezuma I laydown yard located outside the project area for temporary storage of up
to four Montezuma II turbines. Use of this facility was previously authorized under the Montezuma
I project use permit and assessed under the certified Montezuma I EIR. Delivery of Montezuma II
turbines to this offsite location could require a permit from Caltrans and the County if oversized
vehicles are used. If the Applicant transports turbines to the Montezuma I laydown yard for
temporary storage for the Montezuma II project, the number of Project-related trips on regional
roads would be slightly less than presented in Table 19.5-1. This action would not change the
analysis of the Project’s impacts on local roads, however, since the Applicant could not transport
any turbines from the Montezuma I yard to their proposed Montezuma II locations until the County
completes the CEQA process for the Montezuma II project.
Level of Significance: Potentially Significant.
To reduce impacts from construction-related traffic, the Applicant would be required to prepare a
Traffic Control Plan and a Transportation Plan to manage temporary increases in traffic on the
regional and local roadway system and to restore the roadway system to its original condition.
Mitigation Measure TRA-1: Develop a Traffic Control Plan and Transportation Plan
for the Project. The Applicant shall develop a Traffic Control Plan and Transportation
Plan for the Project as follows:
a. The Traffic Control Plan shall be based on the Project’s final engineering design, be
prepared by a registered professional engineer, and be submitted for review and approval
to the Solano County Public Works Engineering Division (for affected County roads)
and to Caltrans (for affected state highways) at least 45 days prior to construction. The
Traffic Control Plan shall:
i.

Describe the location, schedule, and safety procedures for lane and road closures as
well as the hours, routes, and safety and management requirements;

ii. Describe how the Applicant shall implement the following measures:
a) Traffic safety measures, such as warning signs on approaches to areas with
construction activity (i.e., “Construction Traffic Ahead” or equivalent) to prevent
hazards to motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians;
b) Scheduling of construction traffic to avoid peak traffic hours;
c) Procedures for coordination with local jurisdictions to notify residents of
alternate traffic routes and provide other notifications, as required by Solano
County or other transportation agencies (e.g., Caltrans);
d) Best Management Practices to reduce traffic impacts (e.g., identifying parking
areas to be located in approved work areas) and to minimize trips on local roads.
For example, construction equipment would be delivered directly to the
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construction location rather than to the staging area and carpooling would be
promoted;
e) Ensuring access for emergency vehicles at all times;
f) Providing temporary access to businesses, residences, and/or pedestrians during
construction;
g) Opening lanes as soon as possible to restore normal traffic patterns;
h) During the design phase, coordination by the Applicant with other utilities
service providers to ensure conflicts with other utilities are minimized;
i) Designing and constructing new roads to accommodate traffic and minimize the
potential for accidents, in accordance with all applicable Caltrans and Solano
County specifications, including appropriate slopes, sufficient turning radii, and
appropriate roadway depth; and
j) After construction, restoring the routes to original conditions;
b. The Applicant shall also develop, provide to Solano County Public Works, Engineering
Division, and adhere to a Transportation Plan that addresses the following issues:
i.

Describe the location, schedule, and safety procedures for lane and road closures as
well as the hours, routes, and safety and management requirements;

ii. Transport of all equipment to the site;
iii. Transport of all equipment during equipment removal;
iv. Transport of all building materials;
v. Circulation, itemizing how many of each vehicle type shall use which roads;
vi. Security Bonding;
vii. Vehicular traffic types and amounts necessary;
viii. Extra-legal loads;
ix. Signage;
x. Road Maintenance; and
xi. Obtaining required grading, transportation, and encroachment permits from Solano
County and Caltrans.
Level of Significance with Mitigation: Less than Significant.
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Impact TRA-2: Temporary Disruptions to Traffic Flow during Construction
The Project could result in short-term lane closures (one to two weeks in duration) and temporary
disruptions and to traffic flow if it is necessary to widen or improve existing roads to accommodate
equipment during construction. Temporary lane closures could directly impact traffic flow by
causing congestion on the roads or indirectly affect traffic flow if drivers avoid roads with lane
closures and use alternative roads, potentially shifting traffic patterns and affecting existing traffic
loads on the alternative roads.
Level of Significance: Potentially Significant.
To reduce impacts from potential temporary disruptions to traffic flow during construction, the
Applicant would be required to minimize lane closures and provide alternative access to the Project
at all times.
Mitigation Measure TRA-2: Minimize Lane Closures and Provide Alternative Access
for the Project. To minimize impacts on traffic caused by temporary lane closures, if
required, the Applicant shall:
a. Implement the procedures identified in the Traffic Control Plan to provide alternate
access to residents/businesses and emergency vehicles and reopen roads as soon as
possible;
b. Obtain advance approval from Solano County Public Works of any lane closure;
c. Allow lane closures only during workdays (no overnight lane closures shall be allowed)
and limit them to the minimum amount of time needed to complete necessary activities,
with consecutive daily closure of no more than two weeks for any road, thereby
preventing impacts to adjacent land uses; and
d. Provide at least one access lane or alternate access at all times.
Level of Significance with Mitigation: Less than Significant.
Impact TRA-3: Damage to Existing Roads Due to Construction, Maintenance, and
Operation
Project construction-related trips could damage existing roads used to access the Project through
increased use and/or use by heavy equipment. The Project could also track dust, soils, and other
materials from graded construction sites onto public roads.
Level of Significance: Potentially Significant.
To minimize impacts to existing roads during Project construction, the Applicant would be required
to minimize use of over-sized vehicles and restore damaged roads to the pre-construction condition.
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Mitigation Measure TRA-3: Minimize Road Damage and Repair Roads. To minimize
damage to existing roads and access roads installed for initial Project construction, the
Applicant shall:
a. Use regulation-sized vehicles, except for specific construction equipment, which may
haul oversized loads;
b. Obtain local hauling permits from appropriate agencies prior to construction and adhere
to any conditions in these permits;
c. Apply for, secure, and abide by the conditions of an encroachment permit for any and all
work within the County right-of-way, which may further define and qualify the road
repair requirements of the County;
d. Enter into a secured agreement with Solano County to ensure that any existing County
roads impacted by the Project will be repaired and improved to accommodate the
increased traffic from the construction, repair, replacement and long term operation of
the turbines. All required repairs and improvements will be completed to the satisfaction
of Solano County. The same shall be required for any road damage or modification
associated with the decommissioning of wind energy project;
e. Post a security bond to cover the costs of road maintenance during construction. The
Applicant shall repair any damage to roads and restore roads to condition in effect prior
to commencement of construction or per requirements of the state and/or Solano
County. Should the Applicant not perform such repairs to Solano County’s satisfaction,
the County reserves the right to perform the repair work at the cost of the Applicant;
and
f. Remove or reduce new access roads installed for initial project construction to the
minimum width necessary for maintenance and/or emergency access, and the disturbed
areas shall be restored by the facility owner to the original preconstruction condition, as
determined by Solano County. The same shall also be required for any access roads
installed for the repair, replacement or decommissioning of a wind energy project.
Impact TRA-4: Operations-Related Traffic.
Montezuma II project operation would only require approximately three full time staff who would
work at the proposed Operations and Maintenance (O&M) building in the northeast corner of the
project area (see Figure 3.5-1 in Project Description). Therefore, Project operation would generate
up to six trips per day on Birds Landing Road, which the entrance to the proposed O&M building
would be located off of. Additionally, the Project could require periodic deliveries by large trucks
and use of heavy equipment for maintenance once operational. In the long-term, Project-related
trips from operation may replace existing employee and maintenance trips associated with the enXco
V project. Due to existing traffic and the speed at which vehicles travel on Montezuma Hills Road,
ingress and egress to the O&M building could potentially lead to a greater number of accidents;
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however, given the relatively small increase in operations-related traffic, this impact is considered
less than significant, and no mitigation is required.
Level of Significance: Less than Significant.
Impact TRA-5: Potential Impacts on Air Navigation.
The potential for the proposed Montezuma II project to impact aviation patterns and/or result in a
hazard to air navigation is primarily dependent on the height of the proposed structures, the
proximity of the proposed structures to an airport, compatibility zone, or other protected surface.
The Project’s potential impacts associated with Travis AFB radar performance are discussed under
Impact TRA-6 below.
FAA Part 77 Hazard/No Hazard Determination
The Applicant is proposing to construct 34 wind turbines and two meteorological towers that, when
erected, would be greater than 200 ft in height above ground level at the site. The planned
construction of structures greater than 200 ft in height above ground level requires the Applicant to
notify the proposed construction activities by submitting Form 7460-1 to the FAA. Form 7460-1
requests specific information to assist the FAA in its review of proposed structures and
determination of whether structure do or not pose a hazard to air navigation, including the Project
sponsor, the location of the proposed structures, the ground elevation and final location of the
proposed structures, and their distance from the nearest airport runway.
As of January 2010, the Applicant has not submitted FAA Form 7460-1 to the FAA for each of the
currently proposed wind turbine and meteorological tower locations, however, 14 CFR Part 77
requires the Applicant to submit Form 7460-1 at least 45 days before the start date of proposed
construction or the date an application for a construction permit is filed, whichever is earliest.
The potential impacts associated with aviation navigation and safety as a result of the turbine and
met tower heights, particularly in the absence of an FAA determination of no hazard for the Project,
are considered potentially significant. Mitigation Measure TRA-5 requires the Applicant to submit all
required notification forms to the FAA as well as evidence of submission to Solano County.
Rio Vista Municipal Airport and Travis Air Force Base
The proposed project area is not located within any influence area, compatibility zone, or other
protected surface or airspace (e.g., approach and transition surfaces, outer horizontal plane, etc.)
associated with Rio Vista Municipal Airport or Travis Air Force Base. The Project, therefore, is
unlikely to result in siting a structure that would penetrate an airport-related imaginary surface or
affect any approach procedures associated with these airports.
The City of Rio Vista provided comments to Solano County on the Montezuma II project use
permit application on July 19, 2010 requesting assurances that the Project would not affect the
safety, vitality, and efficiency of existing or planned Rio Vista Municipal Airport operations see
Appendix A for full comments) (Ando 2010). Subsequently, the Applicant provided additional
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details to the City of Rio Vista Transit and Airport Coordinator clarifying that the proposed
Montezuma II project is at least six miles west of the airport (Graham 2010). On November 22,
2010 the City Transit and Airport Coordinator submitted a second letter to the County stating that
the “City understands the [Montezuma II] project is at least six miles away and will not cause any
implications to the present and future operations of Rio Vista Municipal Airport” (Ando, 2010a).
As described above, the Solano County ALUC Airport Land Use Compatibility Review Procedures
apply to any proposal for construction taller than 200 feet above ground level at the site, regardless
of its location in the County. The Montezuma II project would, therefore, be subject to ALUC
review and determination that the Project is consistent with Rio Vista Airport and Travis AFB
LUCPs.
Level of Significance: Potentially Significant.
Mitigation Measure TRA-5: Notify FAA of Project Structures. To prevent impacts on
aviation patterns:
a. The Applicant shall submit FAA Form 7460-1, Notice of Proposed Construction or
Alteration, requesting that the FAA issue a Determination of No Hazard to Air
Navigation for each of the Project’s turbines and meteorological towers.
b. The Applicant shall submit FAA Form 7460-2, Notice of Actual Construction or
Alteration, for each of the Project’s turbines and meteorological towers, as required by
the FAA.
c. The Applicant shall provide evidence to the Solano County Department of Resource
Management that FAA Form 7460-1 has been filed pursuant paragraph a, above,
including the outcome of this notification and any conditions required by the FAA, prior
to the installation of each wind turbine and meteorological tower. No wind turbine or
meteorological tower shall be installed without prior receipt of an FAA “No Hazard”
determination.
d. The Applicant shall provide evidence to the Solano County Department of Resource
Management that FAA form 7460-2 has been filed, pursuant paragraph b, above, prior
to issuance of any final certification of occupancy for the Project by the County.
e. Should a significant revision occur to the height and/or location of a wind turbine or
meteorological tower, subsequent to receipt of a No Hazard determination for the
affected wind turbine or meteorological tower, the Applicant shall be required to renotify the FAA, as determined by the Department of Resource Management. A
significant revision to the height and/or location of a wind turbine or meteorological
tower shall be defined as a change in location that:
i.
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ii. Results in a vertical height increase of one foot or more, as compared to the
structure’s original overall height as identified on submitted Form 7460-1.
Level of Significance with Mitigation: Less than Significant.
Impact TRA-6: Potential Travis Air Force Base ASR-11 Radar Reduction in Probability of
Detection
The proposed project would erect 34 wind turbines that have the potential to affect the performance
level of Travis AFB’s DASR-11 radar system. Approximately 25 of the proposed turbines would be
located on lands currently occupied by approximately 200 smaller turbines associated with the
enXco V project.
As described in Section 19.1.2 above, in December 2009 the Applicant, as well as two other wind
developers, entered into a CRADA with representatives of the 60th AMW at Travis AFB, the AMC,
the AFFSA, the Idaho National Laboratory, and the USTRANSCOM to assess the impact of three
then-currently pending wind projects (Montezuma I, Shiloh III, and SMUD-Solano Phase 3) on air
traffic operations over the Montezuma Hills. The results of this assessment concluded that an
average degradation of 5 percent Pd across the entire Montezuma Hills would pose an insignificant
operational impact and would not impact air traffic safety (USTRANSCOM 2010).
In January 2010 the CRADA determined that the construction and operation of the Montezuma I,
Shiloh III, and Solano Wind Phase 3 projects would result in an interim reduction in Pd of 3.5
percent below 4,000 feet and 3.2 percent below 10,000 feet (USTRANSCOM 2010). In July 2010
Westslope Consulting, a member of the RWG, performed revised radar modeling to reflect changes
to the Shiloh III and Solano Wind Phase 3 project layouts, resulting in a change to the “worst-case”
coverage scenario presented to the joint technical working group in January 2010. The revised
Westslope analysis found that the proposed changes to the Shiloh III and Solano Wind Phase 3
projects would lessen the worst case coverage effects by 0.3 percent below 4,000 feet and 0.4
percent below 10,000 feet. The predicted the drop in Pd (as seen at the scope by air traffic
controllers) with the revised Shiloh III and Solano Wind Phase 3 layouts is predicted to be 3.2
percent as compared to the original 3.5 percent below 4,000 feet and 2.8 percent as compared to the
original 3.2 percent below 10,000 feet predicted in January 2010 (Blackman 2010).
The Applicant requested Westslope Consulting conduct a baseline analysis, simulation, and
simulation analysis of Travis AFB radar coverage using the same methods and results that Westslope
brought to and used under the CRADA process to simulate the Montezuma II project’s potential
effects on the Travis AFB ASR-11 radar system and to predict the change in Pd that would occur
with the Project.
The updated simulation analysis results are contained in Appendix J and summarized in Table 19.5-2
below. The updated simulation analysis indicates that the Montezuma II project would decrease the
Pd out of the ASR-11 by an additional 0.6 percent over the entire Montezuma Hills region below
4,000 and 10,000 feet mean sea level (MSL) and, in combination with the recently built Montezuma
I project and previously approved Shiloh III and Solano Wind Phase 3 wind energy projects, would
result in a predicted drop in Pd of 3.8 percent below 4,000 and 3.4 percent below 10,000 feet MSL
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(as seen at the scope by air traffic controllers). This predicted drop in Pd is less than the five
percent standard established by the OWG and is therefore a less than significant impact.
Level of Significance: Less than Significant.
Table 19.5-2
PREDICTED REDUCTION (%) IN Pd FOR TRAVIS AFB ASR-11 RADAR
Elevation
Condition/Analysis
<4,000 feet
<10,000 feet
Mean Sea Level
Mean Sea Level
1
Interim CRADA Pd Reduction – January 2010
3.5%
3.2%
2
July 2010 Pd Reduction
3.2%
2.8%
3
Montezuma II Project Pd loss
0.6%
0.6%
Final Predicted Reduction in Pd
3.8%
3.4%
CRADA OWG Pd Reduction Threshold
5%
5%
Sources: Blackman 2010 and 2010a, Solano County Planning Division 2010a, and USTRANSCOM 2010.
1. This estimate includes the difference in performance out of the ASR-11 system and on the air traffic controllers display, determined
to be -0.6% for elevations below 4,000 MSL and -0.3% for elevations below 10,000 feet MSL.
2. Estimate prepared by Westslope Consulting for SMUD (Blackman 2010).
3. Estimate prepared by Westslope Consulting for NextEra (Blackman 2010a). See Appendix J.
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